The Light Path
Lecture # 3 of Year Two

The Light Beings Speak
I ask the divine light guide us and protect us. I call forth the beings of light and love, truth and
wisdom. And I ask now that all that we need for the divine enfoldment of our souls, on all levels
of our existence, manifest peacefully and lovingly.

We wish to speak to you now about the opening to guidance and meeting the guides. You
have been working with opening to your ancestors, to the energy around you, to the energy
of the earth. As you ascend up into the higher bodies, the higher vibration bodies, many of
you are wondering how can you become aware of your guides. How can you be sure that
your guides are of benefit to you? And do guides change?
We want to say: certainly guides do change, according to your consciousness, according to
the needs of your life, according to what awareness you have brought forth in your own
existence is what is drawn to you. There are certain guides around you, your helpers, your
guardians, that most of the time stay throughout your whole life time. But sometimes, if
there is a big jump in consciousness, or a radical change in your life, the guardians also
change to match the new path and energy.
It is important, first, to learn how to guide yourself, to get the sense that your conscious self
-- your conscious, awakened, aware and wise self -- is guiding the unconscious, emotionally
stuck or hurt selves, the uninformed self, the unclear self. So working through your will
center, your solar plexus, your energy of the inner mind, it is important each day to practice
being your own guide, checking in with your wisdom, asking yourself, “Is this decision, is
this choice matching my higher wisdom, my truth?”, envisioning the wisdom and the wise
loving being within you, guiding you and loving you, being ever present. From practicing this
kind of relationship with yourself, this interchange between your inner wisdom and your less
conscious self, you become to be aware of the flow of guidance.
It is at this point that the gates of wisdom and understanding usually open and the
perceptual field expands. From the wise part of yourself, you begin to be aware that there are
beings around you that are willing to love you and guide you, are willing to organize wisdom
for you, and help you in the same way that you have been lovingly guiding your unconscious
self. It is a progression of perception. The more you love and guide, the more you can
become aware of love and guidance. The more you willingly surrender from your
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unconscious emotional self to the wisdom of yourself and open that path, the easier it is to
consciously surrender to higher wisdom from other dimensions and other parallel existences
and higher beings. It is a progression of perception. Sometimes this progression is
accelerated if there is an emergency, or if there’s a moment of great blessing because you
need it. All of a sudden you’ll become aware that there might be an angel near you or a
grandfather figure or a presence of a holy being, because in some way those entities have
decided that you need an intense flash of connection. But usually for most people, it is a
progression.
So in this session we want to talk to you about the guidance that is usually immediately
beyond your own immediate inner self. That is the guidance of the beings in the etheric
realm, the guides of the truths of the earth plane, the guides of the astral records, the beings
that have been here to help organize evolution of truth manifested on the earth. These are
what many call archetype images. Each of these archetype images holds a certain wisdom
pattern for humanity, so that when you imagine the Great Mother, for instance, you imagine
unconditional love, nurturing, creativity, warmth, steadfastness of connection. When the
Great Mother appears to you, as an archetype figure, whether it is the great mother Mary
from the Christian path, or Kwan Yang from the Oriental path or the Black Madonna or
many other images of the Great Mother, it always brings the sense of love -- love and
acceptance. When you allow the Great Mother to come close to you and guide you, you are
opening to the energy of love and acceptance.
Another archetype figure is that of the Sacred Warrior. The Sacred Warrior is one that
knows how to gather the energy and go forth into the dark night and face the fears that
haunt humans, that has a brave heart and has the right tools to cast away the fear.
There are many, many archetype images. We suggest to you that you look at mythology and
you look at the great religions of the world and you allow yourself to be drawn to an image
for awhile. Say that you are drawn to the image of the Divine Child, such as the Christ Child
or Krishna. Allow yourself to be drawn to the image of a Divine Child. The Divine Child is
the manifestor of all possibilities in creation, is the one who holds the connection with all the
upper realms. This is a good image for you to start with in working with archetype guidance
images and beings that hold the gate to these truths. For when you meditate on the image of
the Divine Child, you call forth all of the guidance and all of the beings on the etheric plane
that are holding that thought form and perceptual field. They become available to you, to
help you with your creativity, to help manifest images in your world that are new and
exciting. The Divine Child also expects to be loved and trust in the love of the world.
There are several ways to work with archetype guides. One would be to organize what you
need to develop in your life. Say you need to develop some truth and wisdom about getting
ready to go to school or a new job or a situation that demands wisdom. Then ask yourself:
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“What archetype figures in human history and in mythology represent wisdom?” It might be
Buddha. It might be Quetzalcoatl. Often the archetype images that speak to you of a certain
aspect of the etheric plane are because of your culture and history. We ask you to ask
yourself which images match you? Cut a picture of that image out of a book or draw a
picture of it. Have it before you when you meditate. Envision the energy of the universal
wisdom moving through the image into your mind and into your heart. Image that archetype
image energy manifesting in you whenever you are doing something. If you’re presenting a
new theory, if Einstein is your archetype image, image Einstein’s image in you steadying with
you, carried along as a guide that is ever present, doing it with you. This is one way to work
with guidance.
Another way to work with this kind of guidance is to envision projecting yourself into the
image of this being and through this projection, going through that image into the energy
field that they hold in the etheric plane and exploring it with your mind and your
imagination, gathering the energy and bringing it back to yourself .
This is an important level of guidance – this of archetype beings -- entities that are available
for all on the earth to use. They are not personal guides. They are universal collective
consciousness guides available to everyone. We’d like to suggest that this month that you ask
yourself what kind of energy you need help with and what archetype image has been known
to positively work with that energy. Then have that energy around you. Play with it. Meditate
on it. Explore it. Read about it. Imbue yourself with it. Know then that all of the guides and
the angels and the beings that work with that part of the collective consciousness are
gathering themselves to help you. Give this a try. See how it works.
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